Dear Editors,

To recognize target speech in noisy environments with multiple people talking, listeners try to use various perceptual/cognitive cues to facilitate perceptual segregation between target and masker signals. These cues include both working-memory-based knowledge about part of the target-sentence content (i.e., temporally pre-presented content prime, Freyman et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2007) and viewing a speaker’s movements of the speech articulators (i.e., simultaneous visual lipreading) (Summerfield, 1979; Helfer and Freyman, 2005). Moreover, based on a combined effect of working memory and audiovisual integration, the temporally pre-presented lipreading cue also improves recognition of speech-masked speech (Wu et al., 2013).

Although people with schizophrenia have impairments in speech perception under masking conditions (Wu et al., 2012), they still retain the ability to unmask speech signals using either temporally pre-presented content primes (Wu et al., 2012) or simultaneously presented lipreading cues (Ross et al., 2007). Since both working memory impairments (Haenschel and Linden, 2011) and audiovisual integration reduction (de Gelder et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2010) are amongst the most consistent perception/cognitive deficits in people with schizophrenia, this study examined whether the unmasking effect of the pre-presented lipreading cues (Wu et al., 2013) is vulnerable to schizophrenia.

Sixteen patients with chronic schizophrenia and 16 demographics-matched healthy controls participated in this study (Table 1 in Online Supplementary Data presents the main characteristics of the two participant groups). Materials and procedures of this study were similar to those used in our previous studies (Wu et al., 2013).

The top and middle panels of Fig. 1 show group-mean percent-correct recognition of target speech keywords for the health-control participants and patient participants, respectively, as a function of signal-to-masker ratio (SMR) along with the group-mean best-fitting psychometric functions under the no-priming condition (open triangles and dash curve), false-priming condition (open squares and dash curve), and true-priming condition (filled circles and solid curve). The speech-recognition performance was significantly poorer in the patient group than the healthy control group at low SMRs (−8 and −4 dB, p < 0.004, separate one-way ANOVAs, for all priming conditions). Thus, patients were more vulnerable to speech masking than their healthy controls (Wu et al., 2012).

The speech-recognition performance was also poorer in patients with auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs) (n = 8) than patients without AVHs (n = 8). For example, a two-way ANOVA showed that under the no-priming condition (bottom panel of Fig. 1), the main effect of patient type was significant (p < 0.001) but the interaction between patient type and SMR was not (p = 0.119). Patients with AVHs confused their internally generated speech for external speech, leading to a significant decrease in speech recognition performance compared to patients without AVHs. 

Fig. 1. Group-mean percent-correct recognition of the target keywords for the healthy control participants (top panel) and patient participants (middle panel) as a function of signal-to-masker ratio (SMR), along with the group-mean best-fitting psychometric functions under the no-priming condition (open triangles and dash curve), false-priming condition (open squares and dash curve), and true-priming condition (filled circles and solid curve). Bottom panel: Comparisons in mean percent-correct recognition of target keywords as a function of the SMR under the no-priming condition between patient participants with auditory verbal hallucination (filled circles and solid curve) and patient participants without hallucination (open circles and dash curve).
interference with the processing of externally presented target speech under speech masking conditions (also see Hubl et al., 2007; Hugdahl, 2012).

More importantly, for the healthy control group, presenting the true-priming lipreading cue improved the recognition of target speech at the SMR of $-8$ dB ($p < 0.001$, separate one-way ANOVA). However, neither the true-priming lipreading cue nor the false-priming lipreading cue affected speech recognition in the patient group: A $3$ (prime type) by $4$ (SMR) two-way ANOVA confirmed that the main effect of priming type was not significant ($p = 0.857$) and the interaction between priming type and SMR was not significant ($p = 0.987$).

This study, for the first time, provides evidence showing that the unmasking effect of the temporally pre-presented lipreading cues completely disappears in patients with chronic schizophrenia, suggesting a summed effect of the working-memory deficits and the audiovisual integration deficits. Future studies will examine whether the method established by this study is useful for improving the accuracy of diagnosing schizophrenia.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.schres.2013.08.017.
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